Ice Coffee and Ice Latte
Consumers crave coffee and have made it a $30 billion industry! The Dakota broad range of
milk-based ready-to-drink coffee and latte beverages are made with a full-flavored coffee extract
for the best flavor. At Dakota, we also offer the best of both worlds in terms of the coffee and
milk that are used. We are not limited to one source or type of coffee, so customers can create
their perfect beverage, whatever your profile—you name it, we can source it.
We are unique in our use of fresh producer milk, straight from the farm, sourced within a 14mile radius and never more than 4 hours old, for the freshest result. With our expertise in
stabilizing the delicate emulsions found in milk-based coffee products, you are ensured a high
quality, shelf stable, profitable product. Our coffee and latte beverages are all available in 9.5
and 13.7 oz. glass bottles, and in 8, 11 and 15 oz. aluminum cans.
COLD BREW COFFEE

Consumers love cold brew, the latest trend in coffee, and credit it with having a naturally sweeter
taste, lower acidity and higher level of caffeine than traditional hot-brewed coffee. Meet the
rapidly growing consumer demand in your market for the latest coffee beverage with Dakota
cold brews, sourced from whatever coffee region or bean you choose.
Flavors
 caramel
 vanilla
 mocha
 coffee

ICED LATTES

The most popular ready-to-drink coffee beverage, naturally delicious iced lattes are the perfect
grab-and-go refreshment for today’s busy consumer. Created with our signature producer milk
straight from the farm for the best taste, our iced lattes combine full-brewed coffee flavor
blended with calcium rich milk for a smooth and creamy beverage.
Flavors










s’mores
peppermint mocha
pumpkin spice
caramel
vanilla lite
mocha lite
vanilla
coffee
mocha

COFFEE ENERGY

Give busy consumers their latest favorite—supercharged coffee drinks for an extra shot of getup-and-go. Consumers love the delicious taste and double shot of energy and alertness combined
in our coffee energy drinks, infused with increased caffeine and energy-inducing ingredients like
taurine, guarana and ginseng.
Flavors
 custom
 caramel
 vanilla
 mocha
 coffee

COFFEE NUTRITION

Today’s consumers are demanding more from their beverages, like coffee nutrition drinks. These
delicious beverages have a nutritional side, supplemented with added nutrients and enhanced
caffeine. We can customize to your needs, whether you target meal replacement or better-for-you
functionality with ingredients like protein, ginseng, riboflavin, and carnitine.
Flavors
 custom
 mocha
 vanilla
 coffee
TEA LATTES

We offer complete customization to create the exact profile you want, so your ready-to-drink tea
latte line has limitless opportunities. Our tea lattes can be easily customized to meet the latest
trends or regional preferences—just choose your tea from green, white, black or rooibos, add
your desired sweetener and choose from a variety of flavor options.

